ICT-U Consulting offer, engineering and ICT support services to private and public entities. Our package includes:

- Telecommunications
- Website development and support
- Graphic Design
- Network support Services
- Programming in: Java/C++ /HTML/PHP
- Data Analysis and Data Management Support Services
- Certifications (Microsoft, Cisco)
- Educational Support Software Services

**Contact us:**

Email: consulting@ictuniversity.org  
Phone - U.S.A: +1 225 612 4643  
Phone- U.K: +447405016341  
Phone- Cameroon : 6751-06-0049 ; 6243-89-2746

**United States:**  
6425 Renoir Ave,  
Baton Rouge, LA 70806, USA

**Cameroon**  
B.P. 526, Yaounde, Cameroon

**Key to Your Company’s IT Success**

ICT- University  
Providing Personalized & Flexible Courses Consultancy, Education and Development

**OUR SERVICES**

ICT-U Engineering and Consulting Services; Providing Business and Education Solutions

Prof. Victor Mbarika, Ph.D.  
(BS, MS, Ph.D. in Information Technology)  
President, ICT-U

Dr Godwill Vegah, PhD  
Executive Director, ICT Consulting,  
Email: consulting@ictuniversity.org

Anne Mah  
Deputy Director, ICT-U Consulting ()

Engineer Joseph Kobe  
Technical Adviser, ICT-U Consulting

**DELIVERING ICT AND ENGINEERING SOLUTIONS, FOR GOVERNMENT, BUSINESS AND EDUCATIONAL SECTORS**

Prof. Beban Sammy Chumbow  
Vice Chancellor, ICT University, Cameroon

Prof Emmanuel Ayambod Anya,PhD  
Deputy Vice Chancellor, ICT University, Cameroon

**CONSULTING SERVICES**

ICT UNIVERSITY, USA., UGANDA & CAMEROON

Your unique source of total innovative Information Technology solutions
OUR SERVICES

Ο Telecommunications
ICT University Consulting and - provides telecommunication consultancy services in partnership collaborators, in all aspects of communication system design, installation and maintenance. These include networks and communication across the Internet, Local, Metro and Wide Area Network (LAN/MAN/WAN). We provide complete engineering, furnishing and installation services of wireless communications networks for voice, data and video transport in the VHF, UHF, SHF and EHF frequency bands.

Ο Web Development
Our experienced web service team build and maintain a secure, robust server and communications infrastructure, including remote and wireless connectivity, to support your Web solutions. We provide design and maintenance of business websites on a regular basis incorporating dynamic and responsive web tools.

Ο Graphic Design
Specialized and customized visual communication services. Unique and making your image stand out, with a competitive edge. We aim at understanding your business objectives, defining the problem and finally designing the best possible solution to your need and business objectives

Ο ICT Training and Online/ E-Learning Services
ICT-U consulting provide professional courses, skills development courses and academic support resources that range from 2 to 6 months.

ICT-U Consulting Team of Experts, instructors, tutors and lecturers, facilitate the provision of online educational and professional resources for staff, students, learners and trainees of business enterprises; as well as College / University departments.

Ο Network Support
Provide networking, desktop, operating systems, and hardware support services; Upgrade network, add VPN, and or reconfigure internet and related services. and ICT-Consulting with specialist and timely professionals.

Ο Programming Services
Ensuring we re-tool your employees’ skills with training on emerging or existing software applications; and ICT University Consulting will provide programming skills in HTML2, AJAX / Python, PHP, Mash-up applications; Java, C/C++ high level and object-oriented programing languages. These programing skills would facilitate work and employment in the media industry, for creative design / web site development.

Ο Data Analytics and Data Management Support Services
Data entry and processing services to boost performance and standards in a business environment, and in other service providers. A wide range of back office, and Information Technology. Enabled services including data processing and data conversion at the highest standards of efficiency and accuracy. Approach to data entry and the technologies to enhance the delivery of the highest levels of data quality, accuracy, and quick turnaround, addressing the need for document and data security and confidentiality.

Ο Information Technology Policy Consulting
Our approach to ICT Policy development is to assist ICT policy makers with the information and expertise needed to develop effective national ICT policies and strategies. We accomplish this through the engagement of our consultants with the key stakeholders involved in the particular policy issue being addressed and to share lessons learned and best practices regarding ICT policy development.

Ο Educational Support Software Services
We assess, develop, install and maintain innovative educational software solutions; promoting professional/best practice in the uses and application of software for skills and knowledge development in Schools, Colleges and University departments.

Ο ICT Research & Development Projects
We develop innovative business solutions; collaborate in research projects with Colleges and University departments, to meet changing and growing technology requirements.

ICT-U Specialised / Professional Services soon to be launched (Call/Contact us for further details):
- Training and Capacity Development in Module-based ICT courses
- Assembly / Machine Code Programming
- Research and development on Tropical Power-back-up and Renewable Energy Systems.